The meeting was called to order by President John Ross at 8:05 p.m. in the Ravalli Room of the Lodge. The minutes were approved as written.

**PRESIDENT'S REPORT**
Ross introduced Roger Barber, the Kaimin reporter for this quarter. He said that there is a change in the mail system and that there will be a mail box in the office for delegates. Maxson and Ross have a press conference tentatively scheduled for next week. The Sentinels are on their way. There is an International Christian Leadership Conference in Bozeman on January 16 and 17. Ross read a letter of resignation from Jim Peregoy. COSMAN MOVED THAT CENTRAL BOARD ACCEPT THE RESIGNATION OF JIM PEREGOY AS SOPHOMORE DELEGATE TO CENTRAL BOARD. SECONDED BY FAIRLEY. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.

**VICE PRESIDENT'S REPORT**
ASSELSTINE MOVED THAT CENTRAL BOARD ACCEPT ROBIN SHARP AS A MEMBER OF BUDGET AND FINANCE. SECONDED BY FAIRLEY. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.
ASSELSTINE MOVED THAT CENTRAL BOARD ACCEPT ELLEN BROADUS AS A MEMBER OF PUBLICATIONS BOARD. SECONDED BY WENDT. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.
ASSELSTINE MOVED THAT CENTRAL BOARD ACCEPT DON WELTI, JACK SUDTIN, AND KARYL LASORTE AS MEMBERS OF SPECIAL EVENTS. SECONDED BY FAIRLEY. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.

**BUDGET AND FINANCE COMMITTEE**
WENDT MOVED THAT CENTRAL BOARD ALLOCATE $200 TO PATTY O'LAUGHLIN TO GO TO THE ROSE BOWL PARADE TO REPRESENT THE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA. SECONDED BY BEHAN. BEHAN MOVED TO AMEND THE MOTION TO READ THAT CENTRAL BOARD ALSO ALLOCATE ENOUGH FUNDS TO OBTAIN A PICTURE OF PATTY O'LAUGHLIN AND/OR THE OTHER QUEENS AND THE FLOAT WITH THE PROPER CAPTION WITH THE UNDERSTANDING THAT IT WILL BE HUNG IN THE ASUM OFFICE. SECONDED BY BAIRD. AMENDMENT PASSED UNANIMOUSLY. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.

**TRAIN TO BOZEMAN**
Cosman gave the final report on the train. The receipts after paying the athletic department for the tickets were approximately $2,566. The total cost was around $4,128. The cost to Central Board was approximately $1,561.

**ZONING COMMITTEE**
Behan said that the Board of Adjustment recommended to the City Council that they bring charges against Mrs. Anderson. Col. Velde will not be renting his house this quarter.

**NEW BUSINESS**
BEHAN MOVED THAT CENTRAL BOARD DIRECT THE PRESIDENT OF ASUM TO WRITE A LETTER TO THE ATHLETIC DIRECTOR OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA ASKING FOR AN EXPLANATION OF THE FOOTBALL SCHEDULES FOR THE 1965 AND 1966 SEASONS TO REACH AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE LIMITED NUMBER OF HOME FOOTBALL GAMES. SECONDED BY COSMAN. Behan said that both the students and the athletes wanted more home games. MOTION PASSED WITH ASSELSTINE AND KITZENBERG ABSTAINING.
Ross said that next week he will contact sophomores interested in filling the vacancy left by Peregoy. Then he will call a meeting of the Executive Board.

Davis said that the film committee brought in 11 programs and showed 10. This quarter there is a class entitled "The Film" and it was decided to let them present the films this quarter. Davis felt that the program could be handled very successfully in the future. He wanted to express his thanks to Susan Stotereau, Mr. Colby, Mr. Chapman, and Whitey Fairley for their help.

Davis said that he would like to see Central Board write a letter and send it to the Administration protesting the $5.00 fee for registering cars. Ross said that he would get some more information on this for the next meeting.

STOCKAMP MOVED THAT CENTRAL BOARD ADJOURN. SECONDED BY BEHAN. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.

PRESENT: ASSELSTINE, ANDERSON, BAIRD, BEHAN, COSMAN, FAIRLEY, KITZENBERG, MAXSON, MORROW, NISBET, ROSS, STOCKAMP, WENDTE

ABSENT: CROMWELL, LANMAN, WALDRON, REAGOR

Respectfully submitted,

Lynne Morrow

ASUM Secretary